
The Zomo FlightBag Controller M is a perfect combination of DJ-Bag and Flightcase. The FlightBag is specifically

matched on different Controllers and provides excellent protection and serves generous features for your equipment.

Thanks to the included and suitable foam inserts it's also possible to transport smaller Controllers safely and easily.

The integrated hook-and-pile fastener on the sides of the foam material provides a perfect fitting and secure hold and

ensure an ideally cushioned transport of your controllers. The Zomo FlightBag M has a very solid metal frame that

keeps the DJ bag`s shape. This is the guarantee for a long life of DJ FlightBags. Moreover, your Controllers are well protected. This

stability of a DJ Flightcase is perfectly combined with the practical advantages of a DJ Bag, like a comfortable shoulder belt which is

adjustable in length or the convenient outside compartment that offers plenty of space for any kind of accessories (like cell phones,

power supplies, cables, etc.) and small items. The Zomo FlightBag M is an ideal completion to your valuable equipment and always

ensures an imposing entrance. The Controllers are embedded securely and protected from damage and scratches by the first-class

interior stuffing.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Strong interior upholstery, sturdy metal frame

Protects the device from harmful influences

Comfortable, detachable shoulder strap

Padded carrying handle

Resistant, water-repellent fabric

Akai MPC Touch

Denon MC2000

Native Instruments D2

Pioneer DJM-250

Roland Aira TR-8

Vestax Spin

Vestax Spin 2

Vestax Typhoon

The additional devices shown or mentioned are not included in the delivery.

SPECIFICATIONS

Inside dimensions 420 x 260 x 68 mm

Weight 2,00 kg
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